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Energy managementWe introduce a practically important and theoretically challenging problem: finding the
minimum cost path for PHEVs in a road network with refueling and charging stations.
We show that this problem is NP-complete and present a mixed integer quadratically con-
strained formulation, a discrete approximation dynamic programming heuristic, and a
shortest path heuristic as solution methodologies. Practical applications of the problem
in transportation and logistics, considering specifically the long-distance trips, are dis-
cussed in detail. Through extensive computational experiments, significant insights are
provided. In addition to the charging infrastructure availability, a driver’s stopping toler-
ance arises as another critical factor affecting the transportation costs.
 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Electric transportation technology is an emerging challenge for the transportation sector and an opportunity in logistics
operations from the environmental and cost perspectives. The interest in electric vehicles (EVs) and their variants such as
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) is on the rise due to the economic, environmental and security concerns associated
with gasoline. A PHEV has an electric motor and an internal combustion engine (ICE) as its power sources. It provides reduc-
tion in both transportation costs and greenhouse gas emissions with respect to a comparable conventional vehicle (CV)
(Windecker and Ruder, 2013). It has the capabilities of an EV such as charging from a regular power outlet and the conve-
nience of a gasoline powered CV such as long-distance trips. PHEVs operate in either charge depleting (CD) mode or charge
sustaining (CS) mode. On CD mode, the electric motor generates the required power and the PHEV uses its batteries as the
energy supply. Once a minimum state-of-charge is reached, the PHEV switches to CS mode, and the power that propels the
vehicle is mainly generated by the ICE using gasoline as the energy source. Thus, the difference between an EV and a PHEV is
the CS mode drive flexibility of the latter (Pistoia, 2010; Axsen and Kurani, 2010; Axsen et al., 2008; Markel and Wipke, 2001;
Traut et al., 2011; He et al., 2013). PHEVs can be refueled at regular gasoline stations similar to CVs, or can be charged
en-route in charging stations similar to EVs (U.S. Department of Energy, 2008). As such, with its unique capabilities, PHEV
technology stands as a major milestone in the road to ‘electrification of the automobile’ (Tate et al., 2008).1.1. Motivation
In this paper, we introduce the minimum cost path problem for PHEVs (MCPP-PHEV). This problem is fundamental
for long-distance PHEV trips that possibly require several refueling/charging stops. As one of the initial steps of
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are well appreciated and investigated. However, as we review in the related literature below, the long-distance use of
PHEVs is not well studied. From the economic and environmental perspectives, long-distance travel is certainly an
important subject when the potential benefits of these vehicles are considered, and focusing solely on the short range
usage would fail to achieve a complete treatment of the topic. According to the National Household Travel Survey by
the U.S. Department of Transportation (2010), the trips by personally owned vehicles that are longer than 50 miles
added up to 575 billion miles in 2009 in US. The role of the long-distance trips is even more prominent in the logis-
tics. This article is aimed to be a first attempt to study the long-distance PHEV trips that require several refuel-
ing/charging stops.
MCPP-PHEV is a practically important problem for a broad audience. The first and the foremost subjects of interest are the
personal PHEV drivers. A recent study by Turrentine and Kurani (2007) reports that personal vehicle drivers lack the basic
building blocks of knowledge related to transportation costs. When it comes to PHEVs, the cost components get much more
complicated compared to single energy source vehicles, and decision-support models are needed both for the routing and
refueling/charging decisions. In this respect, this study offers personal PHEV drivers the possibility of understanding the
PHEV economics more clearly. Furthermore, navigation devices might implement the methodologies in this study to offer
a valuable decision support tool for the PHEV drivers.
The second major interest group is the logistics firms with a green logistics perspective. Alternative fuel vehicles, and
PHEVs in particular, are primarily used by individuals for personal transportation purposes. Nevertheless, a PHEV, with
its comparatively long driving-range with respect to an EV, is a promising alternative to be used in logistics. There are
different studies directed towards exploring the possible usage of EVs and PHEVs in the future transportation fleets (Juan
et al., 2014; Sathaye, 2014; Parish and Pitkanen, 2012; Davis and Figliozzi, 2013). U.S. Department of Energy (2012) also
prepared a handbook for fleet managers on the guidelines of incorporating EVs and PHEVs into their fleets. Navigant
Research (2013) estimates that fleet purchases of EVs and PHEVs will be more than 291,000 in 2020 worldwide.
Production of light, medium and heavy-duty PHEV trucks by several companies (Smith Electric Vehicles, 2015; Odyne
Systems, 2015; Business Wire, 2014; Quantum Fuel Systems, 2012; Bloomberg, 2015; Volvo, 2015) is a strong indication
of the expected proliferation of PHEVs in logistics fleets highlighting the practical significance of the problem investi-
gated in this paper.
Finally, MCPP-PHEV is also an interesting problem for the governments and infrastructure investors. With economic,
security and environmental motivations, governments take an active role in promoting EV and PHEV usage. They provide
several incentives and subsidize investments in the infrastructure such as charging stations. Moreover, new incentives
started to emerge targeting specifically the business use of PHEVs (United Kingdom Government, 2012; Clean
Transport and Technology Limited, 2015; Mitsubishi Cars, 2015). Investigating the long-distance transportation costs
of PHEVs, MCPP-PHEV is a significant tool for the governments to better direct their incentive programs and for busi-
nesses to assess the opportunities and risks regarding their investment decisions. In summary, MCPP-PHEV is an inter-
esting problem for:
 Personal PHEV drivers who want to learn about the travel costs.
 Firms which want to offer navigation systems tailored for PHEV drivers.
 PHEV truck/van fleets that want to minimize the transportation costs.
 Policy makers from both the auto industries and the governments that decide on the infrastructure establishment
incentives.
 Policy makers that decide on the subsidy offers for PHEVs.
1.2. Related literature
The use of electric vehicles in the logistics operations led to several new problems flourish in the literature such as
pollution-routing problem (Bektas and Laporte, 2011; Demir et al., 2012, 2014; Franceschetti et al., 2013; Kramer et al.,
2015; Koç et al., 2014), green vehicle routing problem (Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks, 2012; Ćirović et al., 2014; Lin et al.,
2014; Felipe et al., 2014), location optimization of alternative fuel stations (Kuby and Lim, 2005; Wang and Lin, 2009;
Wang and Wang, 2010; Wang and Lin, 2013; Sathaye and Kelley, 2013; Xi et al., 2013; Li and Huang, 2014; Yıldız et al.,
2015), and optimal routing problems (Goeke and Schneider, 2015; Schneider et al., 2014; Felipe et al., 2014). The common
objective of these studies is to establish the environmental and cost impacts of electric vehicles from the logistics perspec-
tive. In this respect, Pelletier et al. (2014) cover possible research perspectives for the goods distribution with electric vehi-
cles including PHEVs.
On the PHEV side, the literature mainly focuses on the energy management problem (Sioshansi, 2012; Flath et al., 2013;
Cui et al., 2012) and demand analyses (Golob and Gould, 1998; Dagsvik et al., 2002; Mabit and Fosgerau, 2011; Lopes et al.,
2014). In this research, we approach PHEVs from a routing perspective and analyze their travel costs. A driver of a vehicle
may prefer to minimize total travel distance, total travel time or total travel cost of a trip, and these problems can basically
be modeled as variants of the shortest path problem. In terms of cost, there are various studies that separately investigate the
minimum cost path problem for CVs (MCPP-CV) and for EVs (MCPP-EV) as we review below, and polynomial time algorithms
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and its solution methodologies. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to address the MCPP-PHEV.
Several articles address the MCPP-CV in the literature (Ichimori et al., 1981; Lin et al., 2007; Khuller et al., 2007; Lin,
2008a,b; Suzuki, 2008, 2009, 2012; Adler et al., 2013; Jiang and Xie, 2012; Jiang et al., 2012, 2013). Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) formulations, heuristic techniques and linear-time algorithms with dynamic programming approach
are proposed as solution methodologies for both fixed and non-fixed path assumptions. Lin (2012) provides interesting com-
plexity results about several variants of MCPP-CV. On the EV side, the problem of energy efficient routing of EVs has been
addressed in the literature by considering limited cruising range and regenerative breaking capabilities of EVs (Artmeier
et al., 2010; Sachenbacher et al., 2011; Eisner et al., 2011) and polynomial time algorithms have been developed. These prob-
lems only consider routing in a network without charging facilities. Kobayashi et al. (2011) and Siddiqi et al. (2011) further
include battery charging stations in their models and propose heuristic techniques as solution methodologies. Note that
assuming the electricity as a commodity similar to gasoline, the algorithms mentioned above for MCPP-CV can also be used
as solution methodologies for MCPP-EV. Routing in a network with battery switching stations is also considered in the lit-
erature (Yang and Sun, 2015). Even though it is presented in a different context, Laporte and Pascoal (2011) present a
methodology that can also be customized to solve the MCPP-EV problem in a network with battery switching stations. In
the existing MCPP-EV studies, battery degradation costs are not considered. Furthermore, all the aforementioned studies
consider a single energy source, either gasoline or electricity. Thus, their solution methodologies cannot be directly used
for the solution of MCPP-PHEV.
An important problem related to the minimum cost path problems is the shortest weight-constrained path problem
(SWCPP) which is known to be NP-complete (Desrosiers et al., 1984; Desrochers and Soumis, 1989). In SWCPP, there are typ-
ically two independent measures such as cost and time associated with a path (e.g. Desaulniers and Villeneuve, 2000 and
Ahuja et al., 2002). It can efficiently be solved by a shortest path algorithm (i.e. polynomial-time solution algorithms exist)
if one of the measures is disregarded or the two measures are consistent. Even though MCPP-PHEV has only the cost mea-
sure, we conclude in Section 2 that it is equivalent to SWCPP and thus is NP-complete. Note that MCPP-PHEV is a general-
ization of MCPP-CV and MCPP-EV.1.3. Contributions
We introduce the MCPP-PHEV and discuss its complexity status and practical uses. The cost components that we consider
in this study are the cost of obtaining electricity and gasoline, the battery degradation cost, vehicle depreciation cost and
stopping cost. Our study is the first that addresses the battery degradation in the MCPP context. We present a mixed integer
quadratically constrained programming (MIQCP) formulation, a discrete approximation dynamic programming heuristic,
and a shortest path heuristic as solution methodologies. We also provide significant insights about the effects of driver pref-
erences and the availability of charging stations on the economics of PHEVs.
In the following section, we formally introduce the MCPP-PHEV, prove that it is NP-complete and present an extended
version of it. We propose our solution methodologies in Section 3. We present computational results in Section 4 and con-
clude the study in Section 5.2. Minimum cost path problem for PHEVs (MCPP-PHEV)
We provide the basic definitions and assumptions necessary for the formalization of MCPP-PHEV. Consider a directed
transportation network G ¼ ðN;AÞ and a PHEV traveling from an origin node s 2 N to a destination node t 2 N. Refueling
and/or charging stations are located at some of the nodes of the graph and pricing may vary between nodes. Therefore, a
PHEV can reduce its travel costs by a proper choice of refueling and/or charging stations.
Proposition 1. If a PHEV does not refuel or charge its battery when traveling from node i 2 N to node j 2 N, then the minimum
cost path is the shortest path between nodes i and j.
The proof of Proposition 1 is straightforward. Next, we introduce a graph transformation which will be useful for the solu-
tion methodologies. A similar construction in a complete different application setting is provided by Chen et al. (2010), Smith
et al. (2012) and Yıldız and Karasan (2015).
Definition 1. Given a weighted graph G ¼ ðN;AÞ, let N̂ ¼ fs; tg [ fi 2 N : i has a charging and=or refueling stationg and
Â ¼ fði; jÞ : i; j 2 N̂ and j is reachable from i if a PHEV at node i with a full tank of gasoline and fully charged battery can reach
node j along a shortest path in Gg. Arc ði; jÞ 2 Â has a distance equal to the shortest path distance, say dHij , from i to j in G. The
graph Ĝ ¼ ðN̂; ÂÞ is called the meta-network of G.
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instance on its meta-network. Now, consider nodes B;C and D in graph G in Fig. 1. Only node C has a refueling station. The
meta-network Ĝ is also shown in the same figure. Observe that the arc from s to t is redundant and corresponds to traveling
on the path s! C ! t. Since the shortest path from s to t contains a node with a refueling station in the original graph G, arc
ðs; tÞ can be omitted.
Meta-networks can be very dense due to the combined CD and CS mode ranges. The size of the graph is a burden on the
solution efficiency, and thus it is useful to omit the redundant arcs in the meta-network. We refer to the graph formed by the
omission of redundant arcs as the reduced meta-network denoted by G0 in Fig. 1. In particular, the arcs that are present in
the reduced meta-network G0 correspond to shortest paths in the original graph G that contain no intermediate nodes with
refueling or charging stations.
Definition 2. A vehicle instance (vehicle) is a vector with 6 entries hP; P;G;G; e;qi where P and P are the battery maximum
and minimum energy capacities, respectively (kW h), G and G are the maximum and minimum tank capacities, respectively
(gallons), e is the average electricity usage (kW h/mile) and q is the average gasoline usage (gallon/mile).Definition 3. A network instance (network) is a 7-tuple hN;A; se; s g ; ce; c g ; di where N;A are the sets of nodes and arcs,
se : N ! f0;1g and s g : N ! f0;1g are functions indicating whether a charging or refueling station is located at a node,
respectively, ce : N ! Rþ is the electricity price function (¢/kW h), c g : N ! Rþ is the gasoline price function (¢/gallon) and
d : A! Rþ is the length function (miles).Definition 4. The minimum cost path problem for PHEV (MCPP-PHEV) is defined as finding a path for a vehicle V from a
departure node s to a destination node t in a network, and deciding on how much to refuel and where to charge its battery
on the path. More formally, the decision version of the problem is:
INSTANCE: hV ;X; s; t; Ps;Gs; Pt ;Gti where V is a vehicle instance, X is a network instance, nodes s and t are departure and
destination nodes, Ps and Gs are the initial electricity and gasoline storages at node s; Pt and Gt are the minimum final
electricity and gasoline storage requirements at node t, respectively, and a positive number C.
QUESTION: Is there a path from s to t in network X that can be traveled by vehicle V with initial electricity and gasoline
levels of Ps and Gs and final electricity and gasoline levels of at least Pt and Gt for a cost less than or equal to C?
The solution of the MCPP-PHEV is a triplet hx; eþ; gþi where x is the incidence vector of the optimal path, eþ and gþ are
vectors of size jNj representing the electricity and gasoline purchases that are transferred to PHEV at each node, respectively.
2.1. NP-completeness
Consider the shortest weight-constrained path problem (SWCPP) for directed graphs which is known to be NP-complete
(Garey and Johnson, 1979):
INSTANCE: A directed graph G ¼ ðN;AÞ with length lij 2 Zþ and weight wij 2 Zþ for each ði; jÞ 2 A, specified nodes s; t 2 N
and positive integers K and W.
QUESTION: Is there a path in G from s to t with total length K or less and total weight W or less?
First, note that multiplying both W and wij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A by a positive constant / does not change the solution in SWCPP, and
the question in the original instance has a YES answer if and only if the modified instance has a YES answer.
Theorem 1. The MCPP-PHEV is NP-complete.Proof. Observe that the MCPP-PHEV is in NP: given a solution and a value C, one can verify in polynomial time if the solution
is feasible and the associated cost is at most C. Given an instance hG; l;w; s; t;K;Wi to SWCPP, let lmin ¼ minði;jÞ2Alij; lmax ¼
maxði;jÞ2Alij;wmax ¼ maxði;jÞ2Awij;/ ¼ l
min
2lmaxwmax > 0; Ŵ ¼ /W and ŵij ¼ /wij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A. Now, consider an equivalentFig. 1. Graph transformation.
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polynomial time transformation: we add a node, say node ij, on each arc ði; jÞ 2 A as shown in Fig. 2. Let N0 be the set of newly
added nodes, A1 be the set of arcs from node i to node ij, 8ði; jÞ 2 A with distance equal to ŵij and A2 be the set of arcs from
node ij to node j, 8ði; jÞ 2 A with distance equal to 1 mile. The graph is then transformed into G0 ¼ ðN [ N0;A1 [ A2Þ. In the
transformed graph, no gasoline or charging station is located at node i 2 N=fsg. We locate only a refueling station at the
source node and the cost of gasoline at this node is c gs ¼ lmax. We also locate a charging station, but no refueling station,
at every node ij 2 N0 and the cost of electricity at node ij is ceij ¼ lij  ŵij  c
g
s ¼ lij  /wij  lmax. Replacing /, we get
c gs > ceij > 0 for all nodes ij 2 N
0 so that traveling on electricity is always preferable to traveling on gasoline. Let X be this
transformed network. Let V be the vehicle h1;0; Ŵ;0;1;1i. That is, PHEV V has 1 mile of CD mode range and Ŵ miles of
CS mode range. Consider the MCPP-PHEV instance hV ;X; s; t;0;0;0;0i, i.e. a PHEV V travels from node s to node t in network
X with zero initial and final gasoline and electricity levels. Let K be the associated cost input. In Fig. 2, V at node i with min-
imum electricity level needs to spend ŵij units of gasoline in order to arrive at node ij. Since electricity is preferable to
gasoline, it charges its battery fully at node ij and travels to node j on the CD mode. At node j, its battery depletes and it
starts running on CS mode again. The cost of electricity at node ij and the distance between nodes ij and j are such
that the total cost of traversing this arc is lij  ŵij  c gs cents. Observe that the vehicle needs to buy the required level of
gasoline at the source node at a cost of ŵij  c gs in order to travel from node i to node j. Now, it is easy to observe that V
has a path from node s to t with cost at most K if and only if the SWCPP has a path from s to t with length at most K and
weight at most Ŵ .h2.2. Extensions
In order to model real world more closely, non-fuel costs such as vehicle depreciation and/or stopping costs need to
be taken into account (Suzuki, 2008). To this end, we extend the MCPP-PHEV from three aspects and refer to this prob-
lem as the Extended MCPP-PHEV (E-MCPP-PHEV). The first extension is vehicle depreciation cost. A PHEV incurs electric-
ity and gasoline costs while traveling. Furthermore, it loses its value with increasing mileage. Therefore, it incurs a
vehicle depreciation cost for every mile traveled. Unless depreciation cost is included in the objective function, an opti-
mal path might get much longer than the shortest path which cannot be tolerated even for the most cost averse driver.
Therefore, we indirectly avoid long trip distances by including the depreciation cost in the model. In a sense, the depre-
ciation cost can be considered as the cost of tolerating longer distances, and high depreciation costs would force the
E-MCPP-PHEV solutions to follow the shortest path.
Another cost component of a vehicle trip is the stopping cost. This cost component can be a measure of the tolerance for
stops on the route. That is, for high enough stopping costs, the optimal solution would be the one with the least number of
stops. Note that by including the stopping cost, we avoid excessive number of stops on the optimal path which is not toler-
able even for the most cost averse driver.
The battery of a PHEV has a limited lifespan, and its life shortens at each cycle. Thus, apart from the electricity purchase
cost, PHEV owners also incur battery degradation cost for each battery charge/discharge cycle. The number of cycles is a non-
linear function of depth of discharge (DoD) as reported by Electric Power Research Institute (2005) and Millner (2010). A
sample cycle life function is presented in Fig. 3 by dashed lines. The more the battery is discharged, the less the number
of cycles is. For instance, consider a battery worth $2650 being discharged to 40% DoD throughout its lifetime. The expected
number of cycles at this DoD is approximately 10000. Therefore each discharging costs the PHEV owner 26.5 ¢ ($2650
1/10000). A sample degradation cost function for a $2650 battery is presented in Fig. 3. In our study, we assume that a cycle
is completed each time a battery is charged at a station and a PHEV owner incurs a battery degradation cost depending on
the DoD level upon arrival to a charging station. We determine this cost by evaluating a quadratic function of DoD. To the
best of our knowledge, Sioshansi and Denholm (2010) are the first to include battery degradation cost in their energy man-
agement model.
Within this context, the cost components of a PHEV trip are the gasoline cost, the electricity cost, the battery degradation
cost, the vehicle depreciation cost and the stopping cost. For simplicity in representing an E-MCPP-PHEV instance, we use the
MCPP-PHEV instance representation and assume that all cost components are embedded in the corresponding network
instance.Fig. 2. Graph transformation for Theorem 1.
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In this section, we provide a mathematical formulation for the E-MCPP-PHEV. Then we present a dynamic programming
approximation heuristic along with its extension and a shortest path heuristic.
3.1. E-MCPP-PHEV mathematical model
The parameters and variables to be used in the formulation of the E-MCPP-PHEV are presented below. We assume that
the parameters are known with certainty, and the routing decisions are based on the known pricing of electricity and gaso-
line at every node of the network.
Parameters
N;A : Sets of nodes and arcs
s; t : Source and destination nodes
sei ; s
g
i : 1 if there is an electricity or refueling station, respectively, at node i, and 0 otherwiseP; P : Battery maximum and minimum energy capacities, respectively (kW h)
G;G : Maximum and minimum tank capacities, respectively (gallons)
Ps; Pt : Initial and final energy stored in battery of the PHEV (kW h), respectively
Gs;Gt : Initial and final gasoline stored in tank of the PHEV (gallons), respectively
e : Average electricity usage of the PHEV (kW h/mile)
q : Average gasoline usage of the PHEV (gallon/mile)
dij : Length of arc ði; jÞ (miles)
cei : Price of electricity at node i (¢/kW h)
c gi : Price of gasoline at node i (¢/gallon)
csti : Stopping cost at node i (¢)




i : Charge level at node i at arrival and departure, respectively (kW h)eþi : Net electric energy change at node i (kW h)
gai ; g
b
i : Gasoline level at node i at arrival and departure, respectively (gallons)gþi : Gasoline transferred to the PHEV at node i (gallons)
xij : 1 if arc ði; jÞ is on the minimum cost path, 0 otherwise
v i : 1 if the PHEV charges battery at node i, and 0 otherwise
ri : 1 if the PHEV refuels and/or charges battery at node i, and 0 otherwise
di : Depth of Discharge (DoD) at node i at arrival
cbatðdiÞ : Degradation cost of the PHEV battery at node i We assume the expected battery replacement cost as a
quadratic function of DoD d, i.e., cbatðdÞ ¼ a d2 þ b d where a and b are coefficients for a given battery
typedcdij ; d
cs
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Fig. 3. Cycle life of PHEV batteries as a function of DoD.
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i þ sei  eþi 8i 2 N ð3Þ
M  ðxij  1Þ 6 eaj  e
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i þ e d
cd
ij 6 M  ð1 xijÞ 8ði; jÞ 2 A ð4Þ
P 6 eai 6 P 8i 2 N ð5Þ
P 6 ebi 6 P 8i 2 N ð6Þ
eþi 6 v i  P 8i 2 N ð7Þ
v i 6 ri 8i 2 N ð8Þ
eas ¼ Ps ð9Þ




8i 2 N ð11Þ







i 8i 2 N ð13Þ
M  ðxij  1Þ 6 gaj  g
b
i þ q d
cs
ij 6 M  ð1 xijÞ 8ði; jÞ 2 A ð14Þ
G 6 gai 6 G 8i 2 N ð15Þ
G 6 gbi 6 G 8i 2 N ð16Þ
gþi 6 ri  G 8i 2 N ð17Þ
gas ¼ Gs ð18Þ
gat P Gt ð19Þ
dcsij þ d
cd
ij ¼ dij 8ði; jÞ 2 A ð20Þ


















k P 0 8k 2 N;8ði; jÞ 2 A ð21ÞThe objective function minimizes the cost of traveling. The cost components are the cost of obtaining electricity and gaso-
line, the battery degradation cost, the depreciation cost and the stopping cost. Constraints (2) enforce the solution to be a
path from s to t. Constraints (3) are the electricity balance equations for nodes. The level of electricity upon leaving node
i equals the entering electricity level plus the electricity obtained at node i. Similarly, Constraints (4) are the electricity bal-
ance equations for those arcs that are on the path. For the non-path arcs, the constraints are relaxed with appropriate big-M
values. Constraints (5) and (6) set the upper and lower bounds for the electricity level when entering or leaving a node.
Constraints (7) assign binary v i variable a value of 1 if battery is charged at node i. Constraints (8) require that ri is set to
1 if v i equals 1 and therefore a stopping cost is incurred in the objective function if the PHEV stops to charge its battery.
Constraints (9) and (10) set the electricity level at nodes s and t, respectively. Constraints (11) assign proper depth of dis-
charge values and Constraints (12) calculate the battery degradation for each node if battery is charged. Constraints (13)–
(19) are the counterparts of constraints (3)–(9) for the gasoline case. Constraints (20) ensure that the sum of the distances
on CS and CD modes is equal to the arc length if the arc is on the path. Constraints (21) are the domain requirements.
A directed path is an alternating sequence of nodes ðn0;n1;n2; . . . ;nkÞwith ðni;niþ1Þ 2 A;8i ¼ 0; . . . ; k 1. A directed path is
a non-simple path if it repeats nodes and simple path otherwise. Non-simple paths can occur in transportation networks and
as solutions to the E-MCPP-PHEV. The presented MIQCP formulation constructs a simple path in the input network
G ¼ ðN;AÞ. The input network can be the original transportation network, the meta-network or the reduced meta network,
depending on how the non-simple paths are handled. By choosing G as the meta-network or as the reduced meta-network of
the input transportation network, a wide group of non-simple paths as potential solutions can be handled by this formula-
tion. All non-simple path occurrences, including extremely rare ones, can be taken into account by duplicating the nodes in G
and taking its meta-network at the expense of computational inefficiency. In the Appendix, we present possible occurrences
of non-simple paths in the optimal solutions and ways to handle those cases.
Observe that one can easily extract the following information from the outputs of the model: the path to travel from node
s to node t, how many miles to travel on CD and CS modes on each arc, where to stop to refuel or charge battery, and how
much to refuel at each refueling stop.















ði;jÞ2Axij  dij is a valid inequality to (2)–(21).
The inequality simply states that we need to have enough electricity and gasoline to travel the trip distance.
Computational studies in Section 4 show that the above cut is very effective in improving the relaxation bound.
3.2. Discrete approximation dynamic programming heuristic
In this subsection, we introduce a dynamic programming based heuristic algorithm referred to as DH. We first define a set
of states associated with electricity and gasoline levels at nodes. Then, we present Bellman’s equations (Bellman, 1956) that
should be satisfied by minimum cost path lengths in order to facilitate the dynamic programming solution methodology.
Lastly, we present a graph transformation by which the solution of these equations can be computed efficiently (i.e. in poly-
nomial time) by solving a shortest path problem on the transformed graph.
Definition 5. A state is a triplet hi;r; kiwhich represents the arrival at a node i 2 N with r 2 ½P; P kW h electricity charge and
k 2 ½G;G gallons of gasoline. We will use the notation xr;ki to refer to a state and replace this notation with x or xi when the
context does not require specific values of i;r and k to be discerned.
Given an E-MCPP-PHEV instance hV ;X; s; t; Ps;Gs; Pt ;Gti, a solution hx; eþ; gþi contains a path from s to t which can be
extracted from the vector x. With the specific energy (eþ) and gasoline (gþ) purchases at the nodes, the distances to be cov-
ered in CD and CS modes on this path can easily be extracted. Together with Ps and Gs, the vectors x; eþ and gþ induce the
levels of state-of-charge and gasoline at arrival to the nodes on the solution path. So, for every solution of the E-MCPP-PHEV,
there is a unique sequence of states that represents this solution. Note that in general, the E-MCPP-PHEV has an uncountable
number of feasible solutions. Since each of these solutions maps uniquely to a sequence of states, the state space is also
uncountable. However, this uncountable state space can be approximated with a finite one which is the main idea behind
the DH.
Let n; s 2 N be the discretization parameters for the state space. Consider two sets R ¼ fr0;r1; . . . ;rng and
K ¼ fk0; k1; . . . ; ksg where r0 ¼ P; k0 ¼ G;rk ¼ r0 þ k PPn 8k 2 f1;2; . . . ; ng and kl ¼ k0 þ l
GG
s 8l 2 f1;2; . . . ; sg. Every
ri represents the interval of electricity levels ½ri;riþ1 8i 2 f0;1; . . . ; n 1g and rn represents the fully charged battery.
The representation for each k is similar.




t g ð22ÞObserve that the cardinality of the discrete state space X is bounded by n ðnþ 1Þ  ðsþ 1Þ where n is the number of
nodes in X, and is finite. Algorithm DH uses X and incurs an approximation error on representing the amount of electricity
charge and gasoline left with the PHEV arriving at a node. Obviously this approximation error can be reduced arbitrarily by
choosing n and s large enough.
Definition 6. p : X! R is called the value function and pðxr;ki Þ is defined to be the optimal solution value of the
E-MCPP-PHEV instance hV ;X; s; i; Ps;Gs;r; ki.
The minimum cost transition function f : XX! Rþ takes two states xr;ki ;x
r;k
j as its arguments and returns the mini-
mum cost of the transition from node i starting with r kW h charge and k gallons of gasoline to node j ending with at least r
kW h charge and k gallons of gasoline. When calculating f ðxr;ki ;x
r;k
j Þ, we only consider how much to refuel and charge at
node i. Four cases as detailed below should be considered. A feasibility condition is stated for each case. The cost value is
as presented if the feasibility condition is met, and is not finite otherwise. Let dH represent the shortest path lengths.
 Case 1: No battery charging and no refueling.
Feasibility Condition: The existing electricity charge and gasoline are enough to travel from node i to node j while satisfying







Total Cost: The only cost component to be incurred is the depreciation cost. Thus, f 1ðxr;ki ;x
r;k
j Þ ¼ cdep  d
H
ij .
 Case 2: Refueling but no battery charging.
Feasibility Condition: The existing electricity charge and full tank of gasoline are enough to travel from node i to node j
















ij . On the other hand, we need to purchase enough gasoline at node i to cover the travel distance and retain
k gallons of gasoline at node j, i.e., gþi ¼ ðd
cs
ij  qþ k kÞ
þ
gallons of gasoline should be purchased at node i. Note that, by
the feasibility condition, we make sure that the purchased gasoline is between the limits, i.e. 0 6 gþi 6 G k. Since the
battery is not charged, only the gasoline cost, vehicle depreciation cost and stopping cost are included in the total cost
function which is f 2ðxr;ki ;x
r;k
j Þ ¼ c
g
i  gþi þ cdep  d
H
ij þ csti .
 Case 3: Battery charging but no refueling.
Feasibility Condition: A full battery charge and existing level of gasoline are jointly enough to travel from node i to node j







Total Cost: With the analogous arguments presented for the previous case, we have eþi ¼ ðd
cd













q g. We do not purchase gasoline in this case. The electricity cost, battery degradation
cost, vehicle depreciation cost and stopping cost are included in the total cost. Thus the total cost is,
f 3ðxr;ki ;x
r;k
j Þ ¼ cei  eþi þ cbatðPrP Þ þ c
dep  dHij þ csti .
 Case 4: Both battery charging and refueling.
Feasibility Condition: A full battery charge and a full tank of gasoline are enough to travel from node i to node j, while sat-
isfying the end-state conditions, i.e.,sei ¼ 1; s
g











q Þ as the additional mileage that cannot be covered by the
existing charge and fuel levels before charging or refueling at node i. Observe that depending on the cost of electricity and
gasoline at node i, it is cheaper to drive on either CD or CS mode to cover dij.
– If CD mode is cheaper, i.e. ðcei  eÞ < ðc
g
i  qÞ, we check if a fully charged battery is enough to cover the required dis-
tance dij, i.e. ðdcdij þ dijÞ < Pre . If so, we have e
þ
i ¼ dij  eþ ðr rÞ
þ and gþi ¼ ðk kÞ





e Þ  qþ k k
 þ
.
– If CS mode is cheaper, all the calculations to find eþi and g
þ
i values are just symmetric to the ones presented above and
here we skip the details for the sake of brevity.
Once we find the electricity and gasoline amounts eþi ; g
þ
i , we can easily calculate the total cost
f 4ðxr;ki ;x
r;k
j Þ ¼ cei  eþi þ c
g
i  gþi þ cbatðPrP Þ þ c
dep  dHij þ csti .
Considering all four cases, the minimum cost transition function is defined as:f ðx; xÞ ¼ min
i2f1;2;3;4g
ff iðx; xÞg ð23ÞThe following Bellman’s equations are based on the principle of optimality:pðxPs ;Gss Þ ¼ 0 ð24Þ
pðxÞ ¼min
x2X
fpð xÞ þ f ð x;xÞg 8x 2 X ð25ÞDefinition 7. ~G ¼ ðX; ~AÞ is called the DH-Graph where the node set is the discrete state space X. The arc set ~A includes an arc
between states xi and xj 2 X with a cost of f ðxi;xjÞ if this cost is finite.Once the DH-Graph is obtained, solving the Bellman’s equations, which is the core of the DH algorithm, reduces to solving
the shortest path problem on ~G from state xPs ;Gss to the state x
Pt ;Gt
t . Observe that arcs on the shortest path contain the infor-
mation where the PHEV stops for refueling/charging and how much electricity charge/gasoline to purchase at those stops. So
obtaining the shortest path in ~G is sufficient to obtain a solution for the E-MCPP-PHEV instance.
~G contains jXj nodes and the cardinality of the arc set ~A is bounded by jXj2. Constant time calculation of the transition
function f results in O jXj2
 
run time bound for the generation of the DH-Graph. Using Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the short-
est path in ~G, the overall run time complexity of DH becomes O jXj2
 
.
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Due to the discrete approximation of the true levels of gasoline and electricity, DH might not always give the optimal
solution in terms of refueling and battery charging amounts even if the optimal path is correctly identified. To that end,
we provide the enhanced version of DH (DHE) in which we take into account the path that is given by the algorithm, but
not the refueling and battery charging decisions. Instead, we consider the subgraph that consists of only the path nodes
and the path arcs. Then, we solve the model presented in Section 3.1 on this subgraph. Since the subgraph size is much smal-
ler than the original graph, the solution times of the model formulation reduce drastically and we attain improved refueling
and battery charging strategies.3.4. Shortest Path Heuristic (SP)
Minimizing the operating cost on the shortest path is a commonly used solution technique to solve the minimum cost
path problems in the literature. Since well known polynomial-time algorithms are available for finding shortest paths, such
heuristics are also pervasive in industrial and commercial applications as well. In this context, we propose to solve MIQCP
model considering the shortest path as the input graph and optimizing only the refueling and charging decisions.4. Computational study
To test the performances of the proposed solution methodologies and drive insights about the solutions, we conducted
extensive numerical experiments using problem instances that represent various network structures and user behaviors.
The experiments are carried out on a workstation with 2.66 GHz Xeon processor and 8 GB memory. We present the data
and the results related to computational performances and several measures in the following subsections. It is important
to note that with several preliminary experimentations, we have observed that working with reduced meta-networks is sat-
isfactory in capturing the non-simple paths that might arise in our instances and opted to using reduced meta-networks
throughout our computational experiments.4.1. Data
A 2013 Chevrolet Volt PHEV has the following specifications: 16.5 kW h battery capacity, 9.3 gallon tank capacity,
0.352 kW h per mile and 0.027 gallons per mile (U.S. Department of Energy, 2013) usages. In order to avoid over-charging
degradation, we assume 20% and 85% as the minimum and maximum battery charge levels respectively. Hence, the simu-
lated vehicle has a hard bound of 14 kW h on capacity rather than 16.5 kW h . The battery cost of PHEV is assumed to be
$2650 and the cost function with respect to depth of discharge is cdepðdÞ ¼ 79:517 d2 þ 37:854 d, as presented in
Fig. 3. We also assume that the minimum tank capacity is zero and the depreciation cost is 1 ¢/mile. Five different stopping
cost values are tested: 0, 50, 100, 200 and 500 ¢.
For the network instances, we consider square mesh shaped networks of node sizes 6  6, 7  7, 8  8, 9  9 and 10  10.
We generate 10 instances of each size. Every node in a given network is connected with an arc to the next node on the right,
left, top and bottom, if there is one. The source and destination nodes are the top left and bottom right nodes of the graph,
respectively. The arc distances are random values uniformly distributed between 20 and 40 miles. This is to simulate the fact
that real road networks distances between two points could be quite different from Euclidean distances in a plane due to
elevation differences, geographical obstacles etc. A refueling station is located at every node and the gasoline prices are uni-
formly generated in $3.5 and $4.1 range. We assume that battery charging stations are located randomly at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100% of the total nodes and the electricity prices at charging stations change uniformly between 10 ¢ and 12 ¢. In total,
we have 250 mesh shaped networks and 5 different stopping cost values, i.e. 1250 runs. For each set of parameters, we report
the averages corresponding to 10 network instances.
It is clear that mesh networks cannot fully capture all the aspects of a real network. Our main motivation in using such
networks is to be able to have an extensive problem set to conduct our numerical experiments. As a better approximation of
the real world problem instances, we also consider California road network which will be elaborated in Section 4.4.4.2. Performances of the solution techniques
We present the basic computational performance measures of the solution methodologies in Table 1. DH is solved with
two different levels of approximation n ¼ s ¼ 4 and n ¼ s ¼ 1, which we refer to as DH4 and DH1, respectively. The percent-
age of the optimal solutions for DH4 (DH1) range in 46.8–54.0% (46.4–54.0%) for all instances, which is improved by the
extended versions of the algorithms to around 89.6–96.8% (83.2–92.8%). An optimal path is found by DH4 (DH1) in around
84.4–94.8% (77.2–91.2%) of all the instances. Since a high percentage of the optimal solutions (ranging between 64.8–84.8%)
coincide with the shortest paths, the SP heuristic also performs well in minimum cost path problems. DHE1 and SP have very













Avg deviation from the
shortest path (%)
CPU seconds
6 MIQCP 100.0 0.000 100.0 79.2 0.364 1.828
DH4 54.0 0.688 93.2 80.8 1.212 0.585
DH1 54.0 1.410 90.4 78.8 2.344 0.004
DHE4 95.2 0.009 93.2 80.8 1.212 1.532
DHE1 92.0 0.031 90.4 78.8 2.344 0.928
SP 79.2 0.424 79.2 100.0 0.000 0.858
7 MIQCP 100.0 0.000 100.0 84.8 0.382 2.947
DH4 52.0 0.685 94.8 82.4 1.409 1.277
DH1 52.0 1.499 91.2 81.2 3.030 0.005
DHE4 96.8 0.004 94.8 82.4 1.409 2.327
DHE1 92.8 0.044 91.2 81.2 3.030 1.060
SP 84.8 0.399 84.8 100.0 0.000 1.002
8 MIQCP 100.0 0.000 100.0 69.6 0.350 8.696
DH4 49.6 0.731 89.6 67.6 1.664 2.418
DH1 49.6 1.539 84.0 64.0 5.044 0.010
DHE4 92.8 0.027 89.6 67.6 1.664 3.581
DHE1 86.8 0.058 84.0 64.0 5.044 1.173
SP 69.6 0.562 69.6 100.0 0.000 1.030
9 MIQCP 100.0 0.000 100.0 75.2 0.337 33.105
DH4 50.8 0.726 88.8 74.4 1.542 4.281
DH1 50.4 1.627 82.8 70.8 3.593 0.017
DHE4 91.6 0.030 88.8 74.4 1.542 5.579
DHE1 87.2 0.069 82.8 70.8 3.593 1.325
SP 75.2 0.404 75.2 100.0 0.000 1.196
10 MIQCP 100.0 0.000 100.0 64.8 0.473 184.848
DH4 46.8 0.766 84.4 62.4 1.992 6.916
DH1 46.4 1.683 77.2 58.0 5.554 0.028
DHE4 89.6 0.023 84.4 62.4 1.992 8.284
DHE1 83.2 0.058 77.2 58.0 5.554 1.359
SP 64.8 0.646 64.8 100.0 0.000 1.231
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in this study.
We observe that the solution times for the MIQCP start getting prohibitive as the node number increases. Beyond 100
nodes, there exist problem instances with more than 60-min solution times. On the other hand, observe that the average
solution time of the DH1 is less than 0.028 s on all network sizes. In fact, the average runtime of DH1 for problem instances
with 900 nodes is only 40.3 s which makes it the suitable solution technique for devices with limited computational capac-
ity. However, since other solution techniques did not scale up to such dimensions, these results are not presented here.
One important fact to note is that the valid inequality presented in Section 3.1 greatly contributes to the solution times of
the MIQCP. The average gap of the LP relaxation solution from the optimal solution with and without the cut is 24.89% and
90.02%, respectively. We also observe that optimal paths of DH4 (DH1) coincide with the shortest paths on the average
62.4–82.4% (58.0–81.2%) of the instances. On the average, the deviation from the shortest path changes in the range of
1.21–1.99% (2.34–5.55%) of the shortest path distance.4.3. Insights
The cost reduction of a PHEV trip with respect to a CV is mainly due to the CD mode driving technology. How much ben-
efit can be attained is related to the CD mode driving mileage which is dependent on the number of charging stations in the
network and the driver’s tolerance for stopping. In our numerical experiments, we investigate the effects of these two main
parameters: the percentage of nodes with charging stations (which we refer to as the penetration level) and the stopping
costs (higher stopping costs imply less tolerance for stopping). In the following graphs, we present the results for the optimal
solutions obtained by the MIQCP formulation for 100 nodes network instances. The results for 36, 49, 64 and 81 nodes net-
work instances follow very similar trends to those that we present in these graphs and hence are not presented.
Fig. 4 depicts the average miles per stop for different stopping costs. In order to depict the sole effect of the stopping cost
on the average miles per stop, 100% penetration is chosen. In other words, a PHEV can stop at every node in the network in
order to refuel or charge its battery. Observe that lower stopping costs result in frequent stops. This graph can be used for
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Fig. 4. Average miles per stop for different stopping costs in a network with 100 nodes and 100% charging station penetration level.
134 O. Arslan et al. / Transportation Research Part E 80 (2015) 123–141dollar value for stopping cost. On the other hand, the graph can also be used to determine how many stops one can tolerate
in a trip and the opportunity cost associated with the time spent in these stops.
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of the distance covered in CD mode. At zero penetration level, there does not exist any charg-
ing station in the network and the CD mode mileage is therefore zero. With increasing penetration level, the CD mode mile-
age increases accordingly. For zero stopping cost, the CD mode trip percentage increases to almost 100% for 100% penetration
level. On the other hand, for the stopping costs of more than 200 ¢, the CD mode trip percentage does not go above 15%. This
is due to the fact that even though there exists charging opportunities on the path, the driver cannot tolerate for frequent
stops and therefore continues on the CS mode rather than CD mode. This implies that for those drivers with less tolerance
for stopping, increasing the number of charging stations does not necessarily imply more CD mode drive. Increasing the bat-
tery capacity is more important. On the other hand, if the drivers are more tolerant for stopping, increasing the number of
charging stations is equivalent to increasing the battery capacity in terms of CD mode drive percentage. Observe that this
result is crucial for both infrastructure investors and governments. We believe that decision makers need to consider the
drivers’ tolerance for stopping which is neglected in the existing literature and more research must be directed towards
determining the utility functions of PHEV drivers’ willingness for making frequent stops.
The cost per mile graph is depicted in Fig. 6 for different stopping costs and penetration levels. When solving the MIQCP
model, the objective function includes the stopping cost, but the cost in the graph is composed of only the following com-


































Fig. 5. CD mode trip percentage change for different Stopping Costs (SC) and penetration levels.
O. Arslan et al. / Transportation Research Part E 80 (2015) 123–141 135costs for different stopping cost configurations. Observe that Fig. 6 proposes similar results to previous findings. Consider
zero stopping cost. As the penetration level increases, the cost per mile decreases to 7 ¢ for 100% penetration level. This result
is due to more CD mode trip which can also be observed in Fig. 5. The decrease is not as high for 100 ¢ stopping cost case.
Note that the cost is almost not affected by penetration level increase for higher stopping costs. These results are also parallel





































Fig. 7. The effect of charging station penetration level on the cost components for 0 ¢ stopping cost.
Fig. 8. The effect of charging station penetration level on the cost components for 500 ¢ stopping cost.
136 O. Arslan et al. / Transportation Research Part E 80 (2015) 123–141Lastly, we investigate the change of cost components with increasing penetration level. Figs. 7 and 8 depict the percent-
age of cost components with increasing penetration level for 0 ¢ and 500 ¢ stopping cost values, respectively. The effect of
penetration level is significant for no stopping cost and the gasoline usage significantly diminishes for 100% penetration
level. On the other hand, gasoline is the main source of energy for every penetration level for high stopping costs as depicted
in Fig. 8 and the PHEV is mainly driven in CS mode.
In the literature, several studies including Wang and Lin (2009) and Romm (2006) argue that the main barrier for the
growth of PHEVs on the road is the scarcity of a charging station in the road network. However, our results show that
increasing the penetration level of the charging station infrastructure might not be enough for promoting PHEVs and the tol-
erance for stopping needs to be taken into account as well. For drivers with less tolerance for stopping, increasing the battery
capacity of a PHEV is more important than increasing the number of charging stations. This result might affect each of the
stake holders, namely potential PHEV users, infrastructure investors and governments.Fig. 9. California network with 339 nodes and 1234 arcs.
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costs of a PHEV for long-distance trips is carried out by Arslan et al. (2014) using the presented problem and the solution
methodology.4.4. California road network
In order to test the performances of the solution techniques in larger problems and validate the results that we obtained
in the randomly generated mesh networks, we consider a real-world California road network (Li and Kollios, 2007). After
processing this network, we have 339 nodes and 1234 arcs as depicted in Fig. 9. It is assumed that there is a refueling station
located at every node, and the nodes on the highway also have charging stations. The gasoline prices and the electricity
prices change uniformly in $3.5 and $4.1 range and 10 ¢ and 12 ¢ range, respectively. More waiting in the refueling/charging
stations might significantly affect the driver tolerance for the stops hence change the stopping cost in our model. In order to
take this factor into account and increase the realism of the problem instances we consider varying stopping costs for the
California Road Network problem instances. Since larger cities inherently mean more time waiting to get service, we asso-
ciated stopping costs with population numbers. For the nodes with an urban population of 50,000 or less according to U.S.
Census Bureau (2010), the stopping cost is assumed to be 50 ¢. For those nodes with an urban population more than 50,000,
the cost ranges between 50 ¢ and 500 ¢ in proportion with the population numbers. For these settings, we have obtained the
minimum cost path and refueling/charging policies for each origin–destination pair between 10 randomly selected nodes as
depicted in Fig. 9.
The results of the average of 45 runs are presented in Table 2. For the MIQCP solutions, 27 of the 45 runs resulted in opti-
mal solutions in 60-min time limit. For the remaining 18 runs, the average optimality gap after 60-min was 19.69%. In the
table, all the statistics are given with respect to the MIQCP results. This justifies the negative average gap of DHE4 solution.
Computational performances for the proposed solution techniques were essentially similar to the ones in the previous
subsection. It is noteworthy that, from both the solution quality and the time perspectives, DHE1 and SP techniques perform
reasonably well in these large problem instances. Not only the computational performances but also practical insights we
derive in the mesh network cases remain intact. Similar to Fig. 6, the cost per mile values decrease with increasing CD modeTable 2















MIQCP 100.0 0.000 100.0 77.8 1.537 1684.612
DH4 13.3 1.672 97.8 80.0 1.517 289.142
DH1 13.3 2.314 82.2 77.8 14.858 0.867
DHE4 95.6 0.010 97.8 80.0 1.517 291.179
DHE1 82.2 0.026 82.2 77.8 14.858 2.628
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Fig. 10. Cost per mile values for 45 run results in California Dataset.
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changes in the underlying network topology.
Fig. 10 depicts an interesting plot which shows that for every additional 25% CD mode trip, approximately 1 cent per mile
is saved. Even though this might not be a significant decrease for individual drivers, it is of great value from the fleet man-
agers’ and governments’ perspective taking into account the 575 billion miles long-distance travels in a year (U.S.
Department of Transportation, 2010).5. Conclusion
In this article, we introduce the minimum cost path problem for Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles. Urban (i.e. short dis-
tance) uses of PHEVs have been extensively investigated with all its expected benefits and shortcomings. However, such a
comprehensive scientific treatment does not exist for the long-distance trips. As such, utilization of PHEVs in the
long-distance transportation appears as an emerging trend in the logistics. The dual-energy source flexibility, however,
begets theoretical challenges to solve the minimum cost path problem for PHEVs. In fact, we show that this problem is
NP-complete even though there are polynomial time algorithms to solve its single energy source (electricity or gasoline) spe-
cial cases. Fluctuations in fuel/electricity costs, battery degradation issues and scarcity of charging stations add further chal-
lenges to our problem. In our study, we propose exact and heuristic solution techniques to solve this challenging problem.
From a practical point of view, our unifying approach reveals important results about the long-distance use of PHEVs both as
personal vehicles and business assets.
We conduct extensive computational experiments both to test the computational performance of the proposed solution
methodologies and to drive practical results about the long-distance use of PHEVs. Computational studies show that the pro-
posed MIQCP formulation can solve problems with realistic sizes. A dynamic programming based heuristic and a shortest
path heuristic methodologies further extend the sizes of the solvable problems drastically and produce near optimal
solutions.
Our results underline a significant advantage of PHEVs that they are quite flexible in their use of gasoline and electricity
energy. When the cost of electricity is low compared to the gasoline prices, availability of charging infrastructure and driver
tolerance for frequent refueling/charging stops is high, PHEVs increase the share of CD-mode drive which entails lower costs
and higher environmental benefits. On the other hand, when these conditions are not met, PHEVs mainly operate in CS mode
which enables them to still drive the long-distance trips but limits the realization of the potential cost and emission benefits.
The contribution of our study is to present a way to quantify the touted benefits of PHEVs for different scenarios. Therefore,
the MCPP-PHEV and the solution methods proposed in this study can be a very useful decision support tool for the personal
vehicle owners who want to better understand PHEV economics, for the investors who want to asses the possible benefits of
incorporating this new technology in their fleets and for the governments who want to better direct incentives to facilitate
the transition from the fossil fuels to more economic, secure and environment friendly energy sources.
The methodologies that we present in this article are not only applicable for PHEVs, but also for all types of hybrid vehi-
cles that run on two types of energy resources. Note that our solution methodologies naturally encompass single energy
source alternative fuel vehicles such as electric and hydrogen. Our study reveals one strategic insight about all those alter-
native energy vehicles: In the literature, most of the studies related to alternative energy vehicles – EV and PHEV in partic-
ular – discuss the problem of availability of refueling and charging stations as a barrier to proliferation of those vehicles.
However, the limited range of a non-fossil-fuel-energy drive not only brings the problem of finding charging stations on
the route, but also results in frequent charging stops which may not be preferable for most of the drivers. Our study shows
that this neglected problem can also be a significant barrier. These are significant results for both infrastructure investors and
governments. Decision makers need to consider the drivers’ tolerance for stopping and more research must be directed
towards determining the utility functions of the drivers’ willingness for making frequent stops.Acknowledgments
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form of this article.Appendix A. Handling non-simple paths in the mathematical model
We demonstrate examples of non-simple paths that might appear as the optimal solutions of the E-MCPP-PHEV problem
and present methods to handle these non-simple paths by the mathematical model presented in Section 3.1.
First, note that all of the non-simple paths can be handled by duplicating every node in the graph G (as many times as the
drivers are willing to revisit the same node in the same trip or as the number of nodes in the worst case). But this implies a
much larger graph size and brings along computational burden. Thus, we first present ways to handle those cases by mod-
ifying the input graph for the MIQCP model before resorting to the costly node duplication.
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 We consider the vehicle instance V ¼ hP ¼ 1; P ¼ 0;G ¼ 9;G ¼ 0; e ¼ 1;q ¼ 1i. Thus the gasoline range of a PHEV is 9
miles and the electricity range is 1 mile.
 To illustrate different cases, we use a different network instances for each of the three examples (Fig. 11). In all three net-
works, nodes A;B and C are points on the highway.
 The problem instance is given as hV ;X;A;C;1;9;0;0i where X is the input network instance. For the sake of simplicity, we
also assume that battery degradation, vehicle depreciation and stopping costs are all zero.Fig. 11. Non-simple path examples.Case-1: Detour from the highway to refuel
We can think of nodes A;B and C as points on the highway, and D is a refueling station just one mile away from the high-
way. Node B is deleted in the meta-network or reduced meta-network since it does not have a station. The optimal
non-simple path from A to C in G is A! B! D! B! C and can be attained by using the reduced meta-network G0 as input
to the MIQCP formulation.
Case-2: Detour from the highway to refuel in a cheaper station
The middle figure illustrates a detour from the highway. But this time, there is a refueling station on the highway (pos-
sibly with a more expensive gasoline price) at which the PHEV can detour and go to node D in order to refuel. In this case,
MIQCP formulation can handle the optimal non-simple path A! B! D! B! C by using meta-network Ĝ as the input
graph. Indeed, simple path A! D! C in Ĝ will correspond to this solution.
Case-3: Refuel twice in the same station
Now, consider the bottom figure. This time, node B has a charging station and node D has a refueling station. Observe that
there is only one feasible solution for this problem: A! B! D! B! C. The PHEV charges battery at node B, travels to node
D to refuel. Then it necessarily returns back to node B and charges its battery again in order to be able to reach to node C. In
this example, the optimal path is a non-simple path in all three graph types and thus, MIQCP formulation can only handle
such non-simple paths by a node duplication.
Note that this particular instance can be generalized so that more than two visits to the same node, and hence more than
one duplication of the node set, is necessary. Note also that this is a rather rare occurrence. The emergence of such
140 O. Arslan et al. / Transportation Research Part E 80 (2015) 123–141non-simple paths is not only due to price differences, but also to range limitations as well. In the example, node B is reach-
able from node A, but node D is not. Considering the combined gasoline and electric range of existing PHEVs, this example is
not very representative of the real network instances under our scope.
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